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Abstract
A subdivision of space into discrete cells underlies the traditional discrete dipole model. This model presumes that
only nonlocal electric interactions between cells govern the electromagnetic response of a condensed matter system.
Apart from the case of simple dielectrics, this is not realistic. Cells can also inﬂuence each other directly through the
wave functions, when those extend across cell boundaries. In general, such nonlocal quantum mechanical interaction
requires the use of nonlocal polarizabilities. In this paper it is shown how existing discrete dipole descriptions for
clusters, slabs and (semi)-inﬁnite systems have to be altered to incorporate the eﬀects of nonlocal polarizabilities. The
modiﬁed method is called discrete cellular method. r 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The introductory parts of a textbook like Born
and Wolf [1] show that optics can be started either
from a dielectric susceptibility or from an
‘‘atomic’’ kind of modeling. The ﬁrst approach
represents mathematically a continuum descrip-
tion and the second a discrete one. Born calls the
building blocks of the discrete modeling ‘‘atoms’’
or ‘‘molecules’’. Necessarily, such ‘‘atoms’’ or
‘‘molecules’’ have to occupy a well deﬁned region
of space. Such regions or cells can be deﬁned
generally as (simply connected) subvolumes, even
without the association to ‘‘atoms’’ or
‘‘molecules’’. The cells should be disjunct. Con-
cepts like polarizability, dipole strength or local
ﬁeld are inherently connected to such cellular
subdivision. For the homogeneous bulk the
relationship between the discrete and continuum
descriptions has been formalized into the Lorentz–
Lorenz expression. Systems being inherently in-
homogeneous, like surfaces, escape from the basic
suppositions underlying the derivation of the
Lorentz–Lorenz expression and their optical be-
havior needs diﬀerent treatment.
When the cells can be polarized independent of
their environment, we have the case covered by
traditional discrete dipole theory. In principle, a
discrete dipole description can be used for any
system where this independency holds. This can be
done directly for ﬁnite systems (clusters). When the
optical system is of inﬁnite (bulk) or semi-inﬁnite
(surface) dimensions, treatment is only possible
when translational symmetry can be used. This
kind of symmetry requires a crystalline conﬁgura-
tion of cells. Discrete dipole descriptions for both
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bulk and surface types of crystalline conﬁgurations
have been treated extensively in the literature
[2–12]. The issue of this paper is how these
descriptions will change if we refrain from the
requirement of independently polarizable cells.
The only possible physical meaning of being
dependent is that the polarization of a cell
inﬂuences also the polarization of other cells.
Why this occurs can be elucidated in a number of
ways. The simplest and also most transparent way
to make this inﬂuence clear is by having a look at
the behavior of the wave function. We pointed out
that because of the discrete description itself, space
has to be subdivided into cells. Then, in general,
the wave function will exist in more than one cell
only and it has to be anticipated that cell
boundaries will intersect the wave function. A
change in the state of polarization of a cell is only
possible when the wave function inside that
particular cell changes simultaneously. If that
particular wave function happens to intersect the
cell boundary, this same wave function will change
in neighboring cells too. This is inevitable, since
the wave function is continuous and diﬀerentiable,
also at the cell boundary. So the neighboring cell
will change its state of polarization as well. We will
call this inﬂuence quantum induction. The only
way to account for quantum induction from an
electromagnetic point of view is by making use of a
nonlocal polarizability.
Although the possibility of a nonlocal polariz-
ability can be made clear using very basic
arguments, there are only very few references in
the literature [13] about its possible use within a
discrete description. If the wave functions of the
system stay entirely within the cells, there is no
quantum induction and the familiar description
using local polarizabilities can be used. Then the
system obeys a classical discrete dipole description.
When these eﬀects cannot be neglected we have to
use nonlocal polarizabilities. If we mention
‘‘nonlocal’’ in this paper without further details,
we will mean nonlocal in the quantum mechanical
sense. How the nonlocal cellular polarizabilities
have to be obtained will not be given in this paper,
but will be published elsewhere [14,15]. Here, we
will only present how an in-origin discrete dipole
method has to be modiﬁed to take into account
nonlocal polarizabilities. The resulting method will
be called discrete cellular method (DCM).
2. Nonlocal induction
The DCM treats the electromagnetic ﬁelds the
same way as the discrete dipole method. The
continuity equation enables charges and currents
to be represented by a continuum polarization
ﬁeld P: The Lorentz gauge enables the use of the
Hertz potential ﬁeld Z [16]. For the continuum










for a driving ﬁeld of frequency o ¼ ck: The
corresponding electric ﬁelds E are derived from
the Hertz potential through






where we refer for the upper T convention to Ref.
[11]. A product of two vectors without upper T,
will be the inner product by default. The con-
tinuum equations yield upon discretization the
discrete dipole and discrete cellular descriptions. A
subdivision of space into N subvolumes Vi;














The pj are the dipole strengths of the system. The
issue of how to choose the cell coordinate rj and
how to deﬁne the cell boundaries as a general
problem, will not be treated here. The DCM is
intended to use the one-atom one-dipole assign-
ment. In the past, a similar assignment in the
discrete dipole treatment has turned out to be
problematic [17]. We will use cells containing one
atom and having the nuclear coordinate as cell
coordinate. The cells are of Voronoi type, con-
structed from the perpendicular bisecting planes of
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the vectors connecting neighboring cell coordi-
nates.
Eqs. (2) and (3) give the electromagnetic ﬁelds
within a discrete dipole or discrete cellular kind of
description, including their nonlocal behavior. The
discrete dipole and discrete cellular descriptions
use diﬀerent expressions for the induction of the
dipole strength. In the classical discrete dipole







i is the (local) polarizability tensor for
cell i and ELoc;i the local electromagnetic ﬁeld in
this cell, deﬁned by








ij represents the transfer tensor [10] for the
dipole dipole interaction. Eq. (5) leaves out the
intracellular transfer tensor t
2
ii; containing the
electromagnetic self-interaction. The necessity of
this omission is clear from the derivation of the
Lorentz–Lorenz rule.
In contrast, the DCM makes use of nonlocal
induction and does take the electromagnetic self-
interaction into account. Therefore, the local ﬁeld
has to be replaced by the average ﬁeld EAv;i; which
relates to the local ﬁeld as





ii is as deﬁned and used in Ref. [18]. We
recall from the introduction, that nonlocal induc-
tion means that the dipole strength of a cell will
depend also on the average ﬁelds in neighboring
cells. This nonlocality, combined with the condi-
tion of linear response, necessarily ends up in the
use of nonlocal polarizabilities. The nonlocal






ij EAv;j : ð7Þ
The crucial diﬀerence is in the second index j:
Summation over this index brings in the total
quantum mechanical inﬂuence of the surroundings
of cell i on the induction. The nonlocal polariz-
abilities aqmij can only be obtained through
elaborate quantum mechanical explicit calcula-
tions, hence the label qm. Details will be given in a
forthcoming paper [15]. The inﬂuence of nonlocal
polarizabilities for inhomogeneous properties is
decisive [18].
In general, the equations governing both dis-
crete dipole and discrete cellular calculations can
be written as a matrix equation. The notation and
derivation of these equations requires composite
vectors and matrices as discussed in Ref. [11]. We
deﬁne the composite polarizability matrix A and









where the square brackets refer to a 3 3 block
part of the matrix. A visualization of the polariz-
ability matrix A is shown in Fig. 1, indicating the
diﬀerence between local and nonlocal induction.
The polarizability matrix is, in general, full for the
DCM. In all cases, both discrete cellular and
discrete dipole, the solution can be obtained from
the matrix equation
jPj ¼ ½1 AT 
1A jEExtj: ð9Þ
For the discrete dipole method the following
matrix equation is preferred:
jPj ¼ ½A1  T 
1jEExtj: ð10Þ
The advantage is that in this case the inverse of A
is easily obtained. The disadvantage is that
Eq. (10) cannot handle the vacuum case. Upon
solution of the source terms pi from Eq. (9), we
have to obtain the measurable quantities such as
Fig. 1. Typical local and nonlocal polarizability matrices.
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Eqs. (9)–(11) can handle the optical response of an
arbitrary ﬁnite cluster of dipoles. Larger systems,
such as semi-inﬁnite ones, can only be treated if
they obey some kind of translational symmetry
and this at the expense of far more complex
mathematics.
3. Translational symmetry and its inﬂuence
For bulk cubic symmetric systems under static
conditions (Lorentz–Lorenz) nonlocal induction
brings hardly anything new. Since all dipoles and
average ﬁelds are the same then for every point i of












where the index 0 is an arbitrary site of the lattice.













This new bulk polarizability a
2cell
B is indistinguish-
able from the polarizability used in the original
Lorentz–Lorenz derivation. Hence the nonlocal
equivalent of the Lorentz–Lorenz equation (iso-








Here, e is the relative bulk dielectric constant and
VWS the volume of the bulk Wigner–Seitz cell. As a
result dispersionless homogeneous bulk properties
will not reﬂect quantum mechanical nonlocal
behavior. This kind of nonlocality can be mani-
fested in the anisotropic properties of surfaces or
in the spatial dispersion of the bulk.
Parallel translational symmetry is the only
kind of symmetry left for surfaces and inter-
faces. If these systems obey such symmetry, it
becomes feasible to treat their dynamic response.
They are made from regular lattice planes deﬁned
by
srs ¼ rs1 þ ss2; ð15Þ
where s1 and s2 are the two vectors spanning the
plane. The pair ðr; sÞ will be contracted into a
single generalized index l: The system will be
exposed to an external plane wave
EðrÞ ¼ E0eikr: ð16Þ
Following the electromagnetic wave in the plane
will yield the same situation for all sites, if the time
interval Dt ¼ t t0 needed for the wave to go from
the origin to a site l; is properly accounted for.
Any response U of a lattice site has to obey then
Uðsl ; tÞ ¼ Uð0; t0Þ ¼ Uð0ÞeioDt ð17Þ









where k ¼ ðkjj; k>Þ; o ¼ ck and the orientations jj
and> are parallel and perpendicular to the plane,
respectively. This yields the ﬁnal expression
UðslÞ ¼ Uð0Þeikjjsl : ð19Þ
Diﬀerent from the discrete cellular case, we have to
apply this symmetry now to both the dipole
strength pl and the average ﬁeld EAv;l :
3.1. Slabs
Translational symmetry enables us to treat
directly slabs composed of crystalline lattice
planes. As in Ref. [11] we select in each plane a
0-site and call it the characteristic site with
characteristic index I : Due to parallel transla-
tional symmetry, only quantities belonging to
characteristic sites I play a role. The situation is
shown in Fig. 2. We have applied in Ref. [11]
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From this we obtain the following expression for
the average ﬁeld:








The tensor quantities f
2
IJ are called interplanar
transfer tensors if IaJ and intraplanar if I ¼ J:
Eﬃcient expressions for these transfer tensors have
been developed by Litzman [5–9], by us [10,11] and
several other authors. When these expressions are
to be used for the nonlocal case, the electromag-
netic self-interaction tii needs to be added sepa-
rately to the intraplanar transfer tensor. The
transfer tensors are key components in any
discrete treatment of crystalline lattice systems.
What is new for the discrete cellular approach is
that parallel translational symmetry is also applied
to the average ﬁeld
EAvðslÞ ¼ EAvð0Þeikjjsl : ð22Þ
















where EAv;J is the average ﬁeld at the characteristic
site J and a
2Pl is the planar polarizability. The most
remarkable result of nonlocality is the k-depen-
dence of the planar polarizability in Eq. (23). Due
to parallel translational symmetry only character-
istic sites need to be considered and a minor index
suﬃces. Exactly, as for a cluster of dipoles we










Now matrix A consists of planar polarizabilities
and matrix F consists of planar transfer tensors f:
They replace the dipole transfer tensors t of the
cluster case. Eq. (24) describes an arbitrary planar
slab system for the two types of discrete modeling.
As before we obtain the source terms pi from the
matrix equation
jPj ¼ ½1 AðkÞF 
1AðkÞjEExtj: ð25Þ
This equation is suited for slabs, but semi-inﬁnite
systems have to be dealt with diﬀerently.
4. Semi-inﬁnite systems
The double cell technique introduced in Ref.
[11], can be extended to nonlocal semi-inﬁnite
systems, provided there is a ﬁnite range of
nonlocality. This range implies that the (quantum
mechanical) nonlocality extends over Y bulk unit
cells. The geometric aspects of the double cell
technique are shown in Fig. 3. The technique
exploits the remnant periodicity in the perpendi-
cular direction deep below the surface. There
characteristic dipole sites rvV obey bulk geometry
according to
rvV ¼ rBv þ dS þ Vs3: ð26Þ
This holds for all dipole sites outside the free
surface layer. V ¼ 0 gives the ﬁrst bulk cell, with
origin at dS ¼ dfS þN
B
S s3: The NB dipoles of the
bulk unit cell have sites rBv ; index v running from 1
to NB: The semi-inﬁnite system consists entirely of
planes obeying the parallel translational symmetry
described before. The bulk unit cell uses the vector
s3 in addition to the vectors s1; s2: For the double
cell technique, we need to consider two kinds of
dipoles: bulk and surface ones.
Fig. 2. Geometrical aspects of the nonlocal interactions be-
tween two planes of dipoles.
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4.1. Bulk dipoles













vVxX ðkÞ each obey Eq. (23),
where V has to exceed the value of the nonlocal
bulk range Y : Since V is arbitrary, this imposes no



























where we have written vw instead of vVwV : The
surface unit cell (has slightly darker shading in
Fig. 3) contains NS dipoles. It is split into a free
surface layer and a bulk-like surface layer [11].
Dipoles in the bulk-like surface layer are at bulk
geometry positions, as given by Eq. (26). This
layer accounts for the matching of bulk and
surface. The remnant bulk perpendicular






The number of normal modes is given by M: The
dimensionless nm is the normal mode strength, umv
the normal mode vector and km the normal mode
wave vector. As in Ref. [11], we use Ewald’s
threefold integral transform to expand the planar
transfer tensors. As a result, the expression for the
average ﬁeld (28) decomposes into ‘‘channels’’,
belonging to wave vectors k; kpq and km: After















Each of the channel ﬁelds ExExtðkÞ; E
x
>ðkpqÞ and
ExBðkmÞ is controlled by a diﬀerent exponential of
X and they are deﬁned as (underline refers to
reﬂection)



























Fig. 3. Double cell geometry. The surface layer comprises a free and bulklike part. The bulklike part matches the free surface layer to
the normal mode regime (bulk).































For the transverse projectors f
2
pq of Ref. [11] we











The channel ﬁelds greatly facilitate evaluation of
the average ﬁelds. Replacing the index X by V þ












































where we have deﬁned, using bulk symmetry, the












This use of inﬁnitely many k-dependent bulk
polarizability matrices in the nonlocal case is the
main distinction as compared to the local case
where only one bulk polarizability matrix is used.
If we ﬁlter out from Eq. (33) the independent
channels, most of these matrices will vanish. The
km-channel enables us to determine the key normal






































NB independent vector equations will be obtained
by varying the index v: This enables the introduc-


































Using these matrices, we can write Eq. (35)
concisely as
MðkmÞjuj ¼ ½1 AðkmÞFðkmÞ
juj ¼ j0j; ð37Þ
where the matrixMðkmÞ represents the bulk secular
matrix. To search for the zeros km of the
corresponding secular determinant and to obtain
the normal mode vectors umw; we use the
procedure described already in Ref. [11]. For the
normal mode strength nm; it is enough to use the
k00-channel (this channel happens to coincide with











 ¼ 0: ð38Þ
This equation can be recognized again as a matrix
equation, being
AðkÞ½jEExtðkÞj þ jE>ðkÞj
 ¼ j0j: ð39Þ
Since this matrix AðkÞ is in general not singular, we
can conclude immediately that
jEExtðkÞj þ jE>ðkÞj ¼ j0j ð40Þ
which is nothing else but the classical Ewald–
Oseen extinction theorem. When the common
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phase factor expðikrBv Þ in the vth vector component
of this composite equation is divided out [11], only



















¼ E0#eeikdS : ð41Þ
Now we can proceed exactly as in Ref. [11]
and obtain for the forward bulk part of the double
cell equations
ik2






















1 expði½km  k
dBÞ
; ð42Þ
where PBmðkÞ is the cumulative normal mode dipole
strength. That this result is identical for local
and nonlocal cases, is obvious since nonlocality
aﬀects only the polarizability matrix, which drops
out already from the equations at a very early
stage.
4.2. Surface dipoles
Typical for the nonlocal case is the nonlocal
extension layer, consisting of the ﬁrst Y bulk unit
cells of the normal mode region, as depicted in
Fig. 4. These cells exert a direct inﬂuence on the
dipoles of the surface layer. We consider an
arbitrary dipole pi located in the surface layer













ixX ðkÞExXAv : ð43Þ
In the usual way Eq. (43) turns into a matrix
equation
jPj ¼ AðkÞjEAvj: ð44Þ
Special attention needs to be paid to the dimen-
sions. The dipole vector contains NS vectors, the
matrix NS  ðNS þ Y *NBÞ subtensors and the
average ﬁeld vector NS þ Y *NB vectors. The
expression for the average ﬁeld in the surface
layer and in the nonlocal extension layer is
diﬀerent. The surface average ﬁelds can be taken
from Ref. [11]


























For the average ﬁelds in the nonlocal extension
layer we can use Eqs. (30) and (31) in a diﬀerent
notation
















































Combination of Eqs. (45) and (46) yields the
matrix equation
jEAvj ¼ jEExtj þ FjPj þ hjnj; ð47Þ
Fig. 4. Nonlocal surface geometry. The nonlocal extension
layer belongs to the normal mode regime (bulk), but aﬀects the
surface directly.
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where the matrix F is as deﬁned in Eq. (24). The
size of composite vectors EAv and EExt is NS þ
Y *NB vectors. Composite vector P contains NS
vectors, whereas composite vector n contains only
M complex numbers. The dimensions of the
matrices are in agreement with those of the
vectors. Combination of Eqs. (44) and (47) gives
the surface part of the nonlocal double cell
interaction equations
½1 AðkÞF 
jPj  AðkÞhjnj ¼ AðkÞjEExtj: ð48Þ
The NS NS composite matrix 1 AF is the SS-
part of the nonlocal double cell interaction matrix.
It is by far the largest part of this matrix. Finally,
Eqs. (42) and (48) have to be combined to give the











The explicit expressions for the components of the
matrix are given by












2e0js1  s2j jkzj
;
ð50Þ
Although quantum induction heavily perturbs the
derivation, the ﬁnal result is surprisingly very
manageable and hardly more complicated than the
local equivalent. Obviously, the local case is a
subcase of the nonlocal one.
4.3. Extra normal modes
In our previous local publications [10,11] only
two normal modes, always in the close vicinity of
the Fresnel solutions, had to be used for the bulk
region. Unexpectedly, in doing calculations on
GaAs [18] it turned out that sometimes more
modes were required. We will treat here how these
extra normal modes, also derived from Eq. (37),
have to be incorporated into the description. The
extra normal modes have to be derived from pq
channels, diﬀerent from the 00 channel. Using
the full bulk Eq. (33), we arrive for one such
pq channel at
AðkpqÞ Ex>ðkpqÞ ¼ 0: ð51Þ
Since the matrices AðkpqÞ will be in general
nonsingular, we have again
Ek>ðkpqÞ ¼ 0: ð52Þ
After elimination of a common phase factor




















Due to the projection character of the transverse
projectors d
2
pq [11] the three additional rows (53)
of the double cell matrix will be dependent. We
have to ﬁlter out the independent part, using a
projection vector #tpq; obeying
#t
T
pqkpq ¼ 0: ð54Þ
For any arbitrary vector y; to which we apply dpq






























Now we are left with a single row to be added to
the double cell matrix. Addition of more columns
in the surface part follows the derivation of
Eq. (46). We have used two of these extra normal
modes, obtained from the 10 and 02 channel and
requiring the z-component of the corresponding
#tpq to be zero. Then condition (54) and normal-
ization suﬃce to determine uniquely the #tpq’s. One
has to be keen in selecting the additional rows,
since there can be more pairs pq belonging to the
same kpq: Such pairs can result easily into two
dependent rows and cause a singular double cell
interaction matrix.
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4.4. Remote propagator
The (planar) remote propagator f
2
RðRÞ links the
microscopic response as given by pi and nm to the
electric ﬁelds ERem at a remote point R: This
propagator is exactly the same as for the local case


























When the summation over m is left out, this
expression treats the remote response of slabs also.
The remote ﬁelds can be used to generate all kinds
of expressions used to describe the experimental
observations. Only as an example we give the
expression for the reﬂection coeﬃcient rt; where t
represents the direction of the analyzer:
rt ¼
ik2









the commonly used polarization directions s or p
are just special cases of t:
5. Results
We have reported already DCM results for the
reﬂectance anisotropy (RA) of the GaAs ð1 1 0Þ
surface elsewhere [18]. Here, we will compare these
results with other published results and give some
additional normal mode material.
We have used normal modes before [10,11,19],
but did not discuss details. Since the extra normal
modes in the case of GaAs are new, we have
included Fig. 5 showing normal mode behavior.
The wave vector km ¼ ðkjj; qmÞ is along the ð0 0 1Þ
direction. Fig. 5 shows the zero-contours of the
real and imaginary part of the secular determinant
jjMjj; governing the bulk dynamic behavior, as a
function of qm: Each crossing of real and
imaginary contours marks a normal mode. The
ﬁgure has inversion symmetry and is periodic
along the real axis, with period 2p=s3z: The search
can be restricted for imaginary qm-values to some
suitably chosen cutoﬀ value, because of damping.
The inset of Fig. 5 shows the common normal
modes, always found in the close vicinity of the
traditional Fresnel solutions. The intersections
closest to the origin are singularities on the real
axis and do not belong to normal modes. They
occur, when in Eq. (36) the wave vector km
coincides with k00 ¼ k; the wave vector of the
incoming beam. The two other crossings are
Fresnel-type normal modes. These two solutions
are very close to each other, but do not coincide,
opposite to what Fresnel theory predicts. The
discrepancy points to bulk spatial dispersion
[20,21] and occurs for GaAs for all frequencies
we have investigated. The two crossings left from
the imaginary axis are extra normal modes.
For very low frequencies these extra normal
modes are exactly at the boundary of the Brillouin
zone, but can be ignored because of strong
damping. From 1:1 eV two diﬀerent extra normal
modes, one being purely transverse ðu  km ¼ 0Þ;
the other having a strong longitudinal component
ðu  kma0Þ; start to move from the zone boundary
towards the imaginary axis. At the start they are
transparent, but above the bandgap at 1:5 eV they
get increasingly absorbing. The extra modes
preserve their transverse/longitudinal character
for increasing energy. Their inﬂuence can be
discarded above 2:6 eV; again because of damping.
Fig. 5. Real and imaginary part zero-contours of jjMjj for _o ¼
2:0 eV: Inset: Fresnel solution region.
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The mode strength of the extra normal modes is
smaller than those of the Fresnel-type modes, at
2:0 eV; for example, about 10%: This however, is
enough to cause a visible modulation of the bulk
microscopic response [18], when they are suﬃ-
ciently transparent.
From Ref. [18] we have selected the RA data to
compare them with experiment and results ob-
tained with other well established methods. RA is
the relative change in reﬂectance when the direc-
tion of polarization of perpendicularly incident
light varies between the two symmetry axes of the
surface. Very accurate measurements of RA have
been obtained for the GaAs ð1 1 0Þ surface by
Esser et al. [22]. We show these experimental data
and our DCM RA calculations in Fig. 6. We
compare these results with the results of Pulci et al.
[23], obtained by means of continuum theory. In
the upper panel of Fig. 6 we show the continuum
results obtained from an electronic structure
calculation in the local density approximation
(LDA), and in the lower panel results using the
GW-approximation for the self-energy (LDA is a
common approximation used in most of the
present electronic structure calculations, where
the exchange-correlation part of the eﬀective one
particle potential is a local functional of the
density. Although this approximation is satisfying
for the ground state, it fails to describe excited
states correctly. The GW-approximation cures this
problem by adding a next level of corrections to
the LDA-treatment. These corrections embody the
use of a screened self-energy, a Green function
description and the ﬁrst level of electron–hole pair
treatment [24]). The DCM results are very close to
experiment. The modulation of the continuum
results is stronger than that observed experimen-
tally. This holds particularly for the LDA results.
In [23] the main structures observed in the RA
spectra of GaAs ð1 1 0Þ have been given labels. In
addition, we give the label ‘‘P’’ to the peak
experimentally observed at 3:4 eV: The energetic
positions of these structures for the experiment
and the three types of calculation are given in
Table 1. Our DCM calculations start from the
ADF-BAND method of Baerends and te Velde
[25,26], based on LDA. We have used a scissors
operator of 0:399 eV in upward direction for the
bulk as compensation. The continuum LDA
calculation has not been shifted. To obtain the
proper energetic location of ﬁnal state eﬀects
requires a method like GW (or Bethe–Salpeter or
time dependent density functional theory (TD-
DFT)). If we calculate the average shift in energy
with respect to experiment for the structures listed
in Table 1, we ﬁnd an average shift of 0:88 eV for
Fig. 6. Reﬂectance anisotropy: comparison between DCM and
continuum results (LDA and GW, from Ref. [19]). For full
explanation see text.
Table 1
Energy positions of main RA structures. LDA- and GW-type
results from Ref. [23], Experimental data from Ref. [22]
Expt LDA GW DCM
S (max) 2:7 eV 1:8 eV 2:7 eV 2:9 eV
E1 (min) 2:9 eV 2:3 eV 3:1 eV 3:3 eV
P (max) 3:4 eV 2:7 eV 3:6 eV 3:8 eV
E00 (max) 4:4 eV 3:3 eV 4:3 eV 4:4 eV
E2 (min) 4:9 eV 3:8 eV 4:8 eV 5:0 eV
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LDA, a shift of 0:16 eV for GW and a shift of
0:22 eV for DCM. Obviously, the best agreement
is obtained for GW. The large average shift for
LDA had to be anticipated. The bulk scissors
operator for DCM has been certainly eﬀective.
The ﬁrst motive behind DCM, however, is not a
proper determination of the energetic location of
spectral features, but of the absolute and relative
intensities of those. It is clear from Fig. 6 that
DCM outperforms easily the two continuum
approaches LDA and GW in this respect. The
signal modulation for the two continuum calcula-
tions is far above the experimentally observed one.
Especially, the shape of the spectra is much better
replicated by DCM. It is unlikely that the
diﬀerences between the continuum calculations
and DCM have to be ascribed to diﬀerences in the
wave functions, so the diﬀerence has to be
methodological. In that sense the methods are
too far apart to allow for a direct comparison.
Only for DCM we can mention that ‘‘switching
oﬀ’’ quantum induction results in far worse
agreement between theory and experiment [18].
So within DCM quantum induction, or more
general nonlocality, is essential.
Hence cross fertilization between continuum
and discrete methods is only possible if the issue
of nonlocality is clearly understood in both
methods. DCM is inherently a real space method,
being deﬁnitely advantageous in the study of
average or local ﬁeld eﬀects. The two continuum
methods we have used in the comparison, trans-
form any nonlocal interaction into reciprocal
space and store nonlocal eﬀects in the dielectric
matrix eðqþG; qþG0;oÞ [27]. This reciprocal
space character of the continuum methods and
the discrete nature of DCM prevents a direct
comparison between the two strategies as to the
important point of nonlocality and blocks a
straightforward merging of DCM and GW (or
the related Bethe–Salpeter method).
6. Summary and conclusions
To describe a condensed matter system by
means of discrete dipoles in the one atom one
dipole assignment, requires introduction of cells
containing single atoms. When the electronic wave
function cannot be conﬁned to separate cells only
(e.g. for semiconductors), cells will also inﬂuence
each other directly quantum mechanically. This
quantum induction requires the introduction of
nonlocal polarizabilities in the discrete dipole
description. A discrete dipole approach where
such nonlocal polarizabilities are taken into
account is called discrete cellular. The solution of
the electromagnetic part of this method has been
given in this paper for clusters, crystalline slabs
and inﬁnite and semi-inﬁnite crystalline systems.
The ﬁnal description for the crystalline systems
comes close to the double cell description derived
by us before for the older discrete dipole model,
using local polarizabilities only. The nonlocal
polarizabilities themselves cannot be obtained in
a simple manner. They require a full quantum
mechanical derivation and calculation and will,
therefore, be published separately. A preliminary
account of it can be found already in Ref. [15].
This paper has shown that the inclusion of
nonlocal polarizabilities is technically feasible
and is only slightly more demanding than an
equivalent discrete dipole calculation as far as the
electromagnetic part of the method is concerned.
We have shown that the discrete cellular method
(DCM) improves signiﬁcantly the quantitative
aspects of RA in case of GaAs ð1 1 0Þ: The crucial
diﬀerence between the traditional discrete dipole
method and current DCM is in the nonlocality.
Discrete dipole methods account for only one kind
of nonlocality: electric. DCMs employ two kinds
of nonlocality: electric and quantum mechanical.
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